
 
 

Overview of cookies for: fashion-luna.com  

Cookies (total): 12 

First party cookies: 8 

Third party cookies: 4 

        
Performance cookies1: 2 

Cookie key Domain Path Cookie 
type 

Duration Description 

_ga .fashion-
luna.com 

/ First 
page 

2 years 
 
 

The name of this cookie is associated with Google Universal 
Analytics as a result of a significant update to Google's most 
commonly used analytics service. This cookie is used to 
differentiate users by assigning a randomly generated 
number as a user identifier. It is included in every request 
related to the page on the website and is used to calculate 
data on visitors, sessions and for data on website analytics 
reports. By default, it expires after two years, and website 
owners can change its duration. 

_gid .fashion-
luna.com 

/ First 
page 

1 day The name of this cookie is associated with Google Analytics. 
It is used by the gtag.js and analytics.js scripts, and 
according to Google Analytics, this cookie is used to 
differentiate users. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1 Performance cookies are cookies that are specifically used to collect information about how visitors use websites, which pages they visit most 
often, or if they receive error messages on web pages. These cookies only monitor the functioning of the website while the user communicates with 
it. 
 
 
  
 
 



 
 

 

 

Targeting cookies 2: 7 

Cookie key Domain Path Cookie 
type 

Duration Description 

_fbp .fashion-
luna.com 

/ First 
page 

3 months Facebook uses them to deliver a range of advertising products 
such as real-time auctions by advertisers (third parties). 

fr .facebook.com / Third 
page 

3 months It contains a unique combination of browser and user IDs used 
for targeted advertising. 

YSC .youtube.com / Third 
page 

during the 
session 

This cookie is set by YouTube to track views of embedded 
videos. 

VISITOR_IN
FO1_LIVE 

.youtube.com / Third 
page 

6 months Youtube has set this cookie to track user interest in Youtube 
videos embedded in websites. It can also be used to determine 
whether a website visitor is using an old or new version of the 
Youtube view. 

CONSENT .youtube.com / Third 
page 

16 years 
and 11 
months 

This cookie provides information on how the end user uses the 
website and on any advertisement that the end user may have 
seen before visiting the website. 

_gat_gtag_U
A_79986558

_1 

.fashion-
luna.com 

/ First 
page 

1 minute This cookie is part of Google Analytics and is used to restrict 
the collection of data on high-traffic sites. 

_gat_gtag_U
A_14094262

0_1 

.fashion-
luna.com 

/ First 
page 

1 minute This cookie is part of Google Analytics and is used to restrict 
the collection of data on high-traffic sites. 

 

Unclassified cookies: 3 

Cookie key Domain Path Cookie 
type 

Duration Description 

NBPHPSessionSecure .fashion-luna.com / First page 7 days Used for session security. 
site_cookie_info .fashion-luna.com / First page 1 year / 

mobile_cookie_baner .fashion-luna.com / First page 1 year / 

 

                                                           
2 Targeting and advertising cookies are specifically designed to collect information on the user's device in order to show the user advertisements 
from the area in which the user has shown interest. They are placed by those who advertise with the permission of those who manage the website. 


